A BILL FOR AN ACT

CONCERNING THE CONDUCT OF PLUMBING INSPECTIONS TO ENSURE COMPLIANCE WITH THE PLUMBING LAW.

Bill Summary

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced and does not reflect any amendments that may be subsequently adopted. If this bill passes third reading in the house of introduction, a bill summary that applies to the reengrossed version of this bill will be available at http://leg.colorado.gov.)

Current law requires plumbing inspectors employed by qualified state institutions of higher education to possess the same qualifications required of state plumbing inspectors. Section 1 of the bill requires the same of inspectors employed by an incorporated town or city, county, or city and county.

Section 2 requires state plumbing inspectors or plumbing
inspectors employed by the state, an incorporated town or city, county,
city and county, or qualified state institution of higher education (entity)
to conduct a contemporaneous review of each plumbing project inspected
to ensure compliance with the plumbing law, including specifically
licensure and apprentice requirements. However, each entity need not
perform a contemporaneous review for each inspection of a project. Each
entity shall develop standard procedures to advise inspectors on how to
conduct a contemporaneous review. Each entity must post its standard
procedures on its public website and provide the director of the division
of professions and occupations within the department of regulatory
agencies with a link to the web page on which the standard procedures
have been posted.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:

SECTION 1. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 12-58-108, amend (2); and add (3) as follows:

or registration that has lapsed is deemed to have expired.
(b) (I) Prior to reinstatement of an expired license or
registration, the board is authorized to require the licensee or
registrant to demonstrate competency.
(II) This subsection (2)(b)(II) does not apply to water
conditioning installers and water conditioning principals. To
reinstate a license or registration that has been expired for two
or more years, a person must demonstrate competency by:
(A) Providing verification of a license in good standing
from another state and proof of active practice in that state
for the year previous to the date of receipt of the reinstatement
application;
(B) Satisfactorily passing the state plumbing examination
in accordance with section 12-58-107; or
(C) Any other means approved by the board.
(III) To reinstate a license or registration that has been expired for less than two years, a person must comply with subsection (3)(a) of this section; except that this subsection (2)(b)(III) does not apply to water conditioning installers and water conditioning principals.

(c) Licenses and registrations shall be renewed or reinstated pursuant to are subject to renewal or reinstatement in accordance with a schedule established by the director of the division of professions and occupations within the department of regulatory agencies and pursuant to section 24-34-102 (8). C.R.S. The director of the division of professions and occupations within the department of regulatory agencies may establish renewal fees and delinquency fees for reinstatement pursuant to section 24-34-105. C.R.S.

(d) If a person fails to renew his or her license or registration pursuant to the schedule established by the director, of the division of professions and occupations, the license or registration shall expire. Any person whose license or registration has expired is subject to the penalties provided in this article 58 or section 24-34-102 (8). C.R.S.

(3) (a) On or after May 1, 2021, the board shall not renew or reinstate a license unless the applicant has completed eight hours of continuing education for every twelve months that have passed after the later of the last date of renewal or reinstatement. This subsection (3)(a) does not apply to the first renewal or reinstatement of a license for which, as a condition of issuance, the applicant successfully completed a licensing examination pursuant to section 12-58-107.
(b) On or before July 1, 2020, the board, in collaboration with established industry training programs and industry representatives, shall adopt rules establishing continuing education requirements and standards. The requirements and standards must include course work related to the code, including core competencies, as determined by the board. The board may count a licensed plumber’s enrollment in a course designed to help the plumber attain nationally recognized plumbing and building inspection certifications towards the plumber’s continuing education requirements. A renewal or reinstatement license applicant must furnish, or cause to be furnished, to the board, in a form and manner determined by the board, documentation demonstrating compliance with this subsection (3) and rules promulgated to implement this subsection (3).

(c) To ensure consumer protection, the board’s rules may include audit standards for licensee compliance with continuing education requirements and requirements pertaining to the testing of licensees by the continuing education vendor.

SECTION 2. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 12-58-114.5, add (10) as follows:

12-58-114.5. Inspection - application - standards. (10) (a) An inspector performing an inspection for the state, an incorporated town or city, county, city and county, or qualified state institution of higher education, referred to in this subsection (10) as an "inspecting entity", shall verify compliance with this article 58.
(b) (I) Inspections performed by an inspecting entity must include, for each project, a contemporaneous review to ensure compliance with sections 12-58-105 and 12-58-117. A contemporaneous review may include a full or partial review of the plumbers and apprentices working at a job site being inspected.

(II) To ensure that enforcement is consistent, timely, and efficient, each inspecting entity employing inspectors shall develop standard procedures to advise its inspectors on how to conduct a contemporaneous review. An inspecting entity’s standard procedures need not require a contemporaneous review for each inspection of a project, but the procedures must preserve an inspector’s ability to verify compliance with sections 12-58-105 and 12-58-117 at any time. Each inspecting entity subject to this subsection (10)(b)(II), including the state, shall post its current procedures regarding contemporaneous reviews in a prominent location on its public website and provide the director of the division of professions and occupations with a link to the web page on which the procedures have been posted or, if an inspecting entity does not have a website, provide its current procedures to the director for posting on the board’s website.

(III) An inspector may file a complaint with the board for any violation of this article 58.

Section 3. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 12-155-112, amend as relocated by House Bill 19-1172 (2); and add (3) as follows;

(2) (a) Licenses and registrations issued pursuant to this article 155 are subject to the renewal, expiration, reinstatement, and delinquency fee provisions specified in section 12-20-202 (1) and (2). Any person whose license or registration has expired is subject to the penalties provided in this article 155 or section 12-20-202 (1).

(b) This subsection (2)(b) does not apply to water conditioning installers and water conditioning principals. To reinstate a license or registration that has been expired for two or more years, a person must demonstrate competency by:

(I) Providing verification of a license in good standing from another state and proof of active practice in that state for the year previous to the date of receipt of the reinstatement application;

(II) Satisfactorily passing the state plumbing examination in accordance with section 12-58-107; or

(III) Any other means approved by the board.

(c) To reinstate a license or registration that has been expired for less than two years, a person must comply with subsection (3)(a) of this section; except that this subsection (2)(c) does not apply to water conditioning installers and water conditioning principals.

(3) (a) On or after May 1, 2021, the board shall not renew or reinstate a license unless the applicant has completed eight hours of continuing education for every twelve months that have passed after the later of the last date of renewal or reinstatement. This subsection (3)(a) does not apply to the first renewal or reinstatement of a license for which, as a condition
OF ISSUANCE, THE APPLICANT SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED A LICENSING EXAMINATION PURSUANT TO SECTION 12-155-110.

(b) On or before July 1, 2020, the board, in collaboration with established industry training programs and industry representatives, shall adopt rules establishing continuing education requirements and standards. The requirements and standards must include course work related to the code, including core competencies, as determined by the board. The board may count a licensed plumber's enrollment in a course designed to help the plumber attain nationally recognized plumbing and building inspection certifications towards the plumber's continuing education requirements. A renewal or reinstatement license applicant must furnish, or cause to be furnished, to the board, in a form and manner determined by the board, documentation demonstrating compliance with this subsection (3) and rules promulgated to implement this subsection (3).

(c) To ensure consumer protection, the board's rules may include audit standards for licensee compliance with continuing education requirements and requirements pertaining to the testing of licensees by the continuing education vendor.

SECTION 4. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 12-155-120, add as relocated by House Bill 19-1172 (10) as follows:

12-155-120. Inspection - application - standards. (10) (a) An inspector performing an inspection for the state, an incorporated town or city, county, city and county, or qualified state institution of higher education, referred to in this
SUBSECTION (10) AS AN "INSPECTING ENTITY", SHALL VERIFY COMPLIANCE
WITH THIS ARTICLE 155:

(b) (I) Inspections performed by an inspecting entity must
include, for each project, a contemporaneous review to ensure
compliance with sections 12-155-108 and 12-155-124. A
contemporaneous review may include a full or partial review of
the plumbers and apprentices working at a job site being
inspected.

(II) To ensure that enforcement is consistent, timely, and
efficient, each inspecting entity employing inspectors shall
develop standard procedures to advise its inspectors on how to
conduct a contemporaneous review. An inspecting entity’s
standard procedures need not require a contemporaneous
review for each inspection of a project, but the procedures must
preserve an inspector’s ability to verify compliance with
sections 12-155-108 and 12-155-124 at any time. Each inspecting
entity subject to this subsection (10)(b)(II), including the state,
shall post its current procedures regarding contemporaneous
reviews in a prominent location on its public website and provide
the director with a link to the web page on which the procedures
have been posted or, if an inspecting entity does not have a
website, provide its current procedures to the director for
posting on the board’s website.

(III) An inspector may file a complaint with the board for
any violation of this article 155.

SECTION 5. Act subject to petition - effective date. (1) Except
as otherwise provided in subsection (2) of this section, this act takes
effect January 1, 2020; except that, if a referendum petition is filed pursuant to section 1 (3) of article V of the state constitution against this act or an item, section, or part of this act within the ninety-day period after final adjournment of the general assembly, then the act, item, section, or part will not take effect unless approved by the people at the general election to be held in November 2020 and, in such case, will take effect on the date of the official declaration of the vote thereon by the governor.

(2) (a) Sections 1 and 2 of this act take effect only if House Bill 19-1172 does not become law.

(b) Sections 3 and 4 of this act take effect only if House Bill 19-1172 becomes law.